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Abstract
We study linear contextual bandits with access to a large, partially observable,
offline dataset that was sampled from some fixed policy. We show that this problem
is closely related to a variant of the bandit problem with side information. We
construct a linear bandit algorithm that takes advantage of the projected information,
and prove regret bounds. Our results demonstrate the ability to take full advantage
of partially observable offline data. Particularly, we prove regret bounds that
improve current bounds by a factor related to the visible dimensionality of the
contexts in the data. Our results indicate that partially observable offline data can
significantly improve online learning algorithms. Finally, we demonstrate various
characteristics of our approach through synthetic simulations.
1 Introduction
The use of offline data for online control is of practical interest in fields such as autonomous driving,
healthcare, dialogue systems, and recommender systems [Mirchevska et al., 2017, Murphy et al.,
2001, Li et al., 2016, Covington et al., 2016]. There, an abundant amount of data is readily available,
potentially encompassing years of logged experience. This data can greatly reduce the need to
interact with the real world, as such interactions may be both costly and unsafe [Amodei et al.,
2016]. Nevertheless, as offline data is usually generated in an uncontrolled manner, it poses major
challenges, such as unobserved states and actions. Failing to take these into account may result in
biased estimates that are confounded by spurious correlation [Gottesman et al., 2019a]. This work
focuses on utilizing partially observable offline data in an online bandit setting.
We consider the stochastic linear contextual bandit setting [Auer, 2002, Chu et al., 2011, Zhou et al.,
2019]. Here, the context is a vector x ∈ Rd encompassing the full state of information. We assume to
have additional access to an offline dataset in which only L < d covariates (features) of the context
are available, though the full context is accessible when interacting with the online environment. We
construct an algorithm that is provably superior to an algorithm which does not utilize the (partially
observable) information in the data. We recognize the following fundamental observation:
Partially observable offline data can (still) be used to improve online learning,
and, specifically, that partially observable offline data can be utilized as linear side information (linear
constraints) for the bandit problem.
As a motivating example, consider the important challenge of cancer chemotherapy control; specifi-
cally, optimal drug dosing for cancer chemotherapy [Sbeity and Younes, 2015]. Clinicians usually
follow established guidelines for treating each patient, prescribing drug doses according to the stage
of the tumor, the weight of the patient, white blood cell levels, concurrent illnesses, and the age
of the patient. Suppose we are given access to large amounts of medical records of chemotherapy
plans, specifying the frequency and dose of drug administration as well as their effect on the patient.
Due to privacy regulations, the patients’ socioeconomic characteristics are removed from the data.
Nevertheless, these features may have affected the physician’s decisions, as well as the outcome
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Figure 1: (a) Block diagram of our setup: an online learner interacting with an environment while utilizing
partially observable offline data that was generated by a behavior policy pib. (b) This plot depicts the projection
of Mw∗ = b. We show that partially observable offline data can provide us with linear side information of
this form. The online learner must then only learn the orthogonal subspace, thereby reducing the effective
dimensionality of the problem.
of the prescribed treatments. These are known as unobserved confounding factors in the causal
inference literature [Pearl and Mackenzie, 2018], which may cause spurious associations in the data,
rendering the data useless unless further assumptions are made [Neuberg, 2003, Shpitser and Pearl,
2012, Bareinboim et al., 2015].
Next, suppose we are able to interact with the world, where the full state of the patients’ information is
available to us. How would we efficiently construct an algorithm to automate chemotherapy treatment
while also utilizing the partially observable, confounded data?
In this work we reduce the linear bandit problem with partially observable data to a constrained
bandit problem. Figure 1 illustrates the building blocks of our approach. Due to the equivalence of
partially observable data to such linear constraints, we construct an algorithm which utilizes the data
through queries to the policy that generated it (we discuss this assumption in Section 5). This allows
us to decrease the regret of the problem from O˜
(
d
√
KT
)
to O˜
(
(d− L)√KT
)
, where d is the
dimensionality of the context space and L is the dimension of the visible covariates in the data.
2 Problem Setting
Notations. We use [n] to denote the set {1, . . . , n}. We denote by Im the m×m identity matrix.
Let y, z ∈ Rd and A,B ∈ Rd×d. We use ‖z‖2 to denote the `2-norm and zT the transpose of z. The
inner product is represented as 〈z, y〉. For A semi-positive definite, the weighted `2-norm is denoted
by ‖z‖A =
√
zTAz. The minimum and maximum singular values of A are denoted by λmin(A)
and λmax(A) respectively. Furthermore, A  B if B − A is positive semi-definite. The spectral
norm of A is denoted by ‖A‖2 = sup‖x‖2=1 ‖Ax‖2. The Moore-Penrose inverse of A is denoted by
A†. Finally, we use O(x) to refer to a quantity that depends on x up to a poly-log expression in d, T
and δ, and O˜(x) represents the leading dependence of x in d, T and K.
Setup. Our basic framework consists of sequential interactions of a learner with an environment. We
assume the following protocol, which proceeds in discrete trials t = 1, . . . , T . At each round t ∈ [T ]
the environment outputs a context xt ∈ X ⊆ Rd sampled from some unknown distribution Px. We
assume that x1, . . . xT are i.i.d. Based on observed payoffs in previous trials, the learner chooses an
action at ∈ A, where A = [K] is the learner’s action space. Subsequently, the learner observes a
reward rt =
〈
xt, w
∗
at
〉
+ ηt, where
{
w∗a ∈ Rd
}
a∈A are unknown parameter vectors, and ηt is some
conditionally σ-subgaussian random noise, i.e., E
[
eληt
∣∣ Ft−1 ] ≤ exp(λ2σ22 ) for some σ > 0.
Here, {Ft}∞t=0 is any filtration of σ-algebras such that for any t ≥ 1, xt is Ft−1-measurable and ηt is
Ft-measurable, e.g., the natural σ-algebra Ft−1 = σ ((x1, a1, η1), . . . , (xt−1, at−1, ηt−1), xt, at).
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The goal of the learner is to maximize the total reward
∑T
t=1
〈
xt, w
∗
at
〉
accumulated over the
course of T rounds. We evaluate the learner against the optimal strategy, which has knowledge
of
{
w∗a ∈ Rd
}
a∈A, namely pi
∗(x) ∈ arg maxa∈A〈x,w∗a〉. The difference between the learner and
optimal strategy’s total reward is known as the regret, and is given by
Regret (T ) =
T∑
t=1
〈
xt, w
∗
pi∗(xt)
〉
−
T∑
t=1
〈
xt, w
∗
at
〉
.
In this work we assume to have additional access to a partially observable offline dataset, con-
sisting of partially observable contexts, actions, and rewards. Specifically, we assume a dataset
D = {Qxi, ai, ri}Ni=1, in which {xi}Ni=1 are i.i.d. samples from Px, {ai}Ni=1 were generated by
some fixed behavior policy, denoted by pib, which is a mapping from contexts x ∈ X to a prob-
ability over actions, and {ri}Ni=1 were generated by the same model described above. Here, we
used Q ∈ RL×d to denote the rectangular matrix Q = (IL 0). That is, without loss of generality,
we assume only the first L features of xi are visible in the data. Throughout our work we will
sometimes use the notation xo and xh to denote the observed and unobserved (hidden) covariates of
x, respectively. That is, x =
(
(xo)T , (xh)T
)T
, where xo ∈ RL, xh ∈ Rd−L.
Notice that the distribution of D = {xoi , ai, ri}Ni=1, the partially observable dataset, depends on pib.
Any statistic we attempt to draw from the offline data depends on the measure induced by pib, which
we denote by Ppib 1. In this work we assume access to queries to pib. That is, we assume at each time
step to be are able to sample an action ab ∼ pib. We discuss this assumption further in Section 5.
3 From Partially Observable Offline Data to Linear Side Information
Consider only having access to the partially observable offline data D. Having access to such data is
mostly useless without further assumptions. Particularly, w∗a may not be identifiable
2. In fact, it can
be shown that for any behavioral policy pib and induced measure Ppib , {w∗a}a∈A are not identifiable.
More specifically, for all w1 =
{
w1a
}
a∈A, exist w
2 =
{
w2a
}
a∈A 6= w2 and probability measures
P1, P2 such that P1
(
xo, a, r;w1, pib
)
= P2
(
xo, a, r;w2, pib
)
and pib
(
a, x;w1
)
= pib
(
a, x;w2
)
.
This claim is a standard type of result. A proof is provided in the supplementary material. To
mitigate the identification problem, prior knowledge of characteristics of {w∗a}a∈A can be leveraged
[Cinelli et al., 2019]. Instead, here we consider access to an online environment, where the covariates
that were unobserved in the data are supplied, i.e., fully observed. This enables us to deconfound the
data and identify {w∗a}a∈A (see Section 5).
Linear Side Information. In what follows, we show how partially observable data can be reduced to
linear constraints of the type {Maw∗a = ba, a ∈ A}. More specifically, we specify a low dimensional
least squares problem under a model mismatch, showing it converges to a solution with unique
structural properties. This will become beneficial in our analysis later on, allowing us to reduce the
linear bandit problem to a lower dimensional subspace, thereby improving performance guarantees.
Let us first consider the case of fully-observable offline data, i.e., xo = x. Here, one would
be able (with large amounts of data) to closely estimate w∗a for all a ∈ A, using, for example,
the linear regression estimator wˆa =
(
1
Na
∑Na
i=1 xix
T
i
)−1 (
1
Na
∑Na
i=1 xiri
)
, where we denoted
Na =
∑N
i=1 1{ai=a}. With N →∞, under mild assumptions, this estimator would converge to the
true weights w∗a almost surely. It is tempting to try and apply a least square estimator to our partially
observable data using a lower dimensional model. Particularly, we might try to solve the optimization
problem minb∈RL
∑Na
i=1(〈xoi , b〉 − ri)2 ∀a ∈ A, ignoring the fact that ri = xTi w∗a + ηi, i.e., that ri
was generated by a higher dimensional linear model. Solving this problem yields
bLSa =
(
1
Na
Na∑
i=1
(xoi ) (x
o
i )
T
)−1(
1
Na
Na∑
i=1
xori
)
. (1)
1More precisely, we define the measure Ppib for all Borel sets R ⊆ [0, 1], X ⊆ X and A ∈ A
Ppib(r ∈ R, x ∈ X, a ∈ A) = P (r ∈ R|x ∈ X, a ∈ A)P (x ∈ X) ∫
x′∈X
∫
a′∈A 1{a=a′,x=x′}dpib(a
′, x′).
2We use the notion of identifiability as defined in Definition 2 of Pearl et al. [2009]
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The following proposition establishes a relation between the lower-dimension least-square estimator
bLSa and the vector w
∗
a in the limit of large data N →∞.
Proposition 1. Let R11(a) = Epib
[
xo (xo)
T
∣∣∣ a ], R12(a) = Epib[xo (xh)T ∣∣∣ a ]. Assume R11(a)
is invertible for all a ∈ A 3. Then, the following holds almost surely for all a ∈ A.
lim
N→∞
bLSa =
(
IL, R
−1
11 (a)R12(a)
)
w∗a.
The proof of the proposition is provided in the supplementary material, and is related to regression
analysis with misspecified models (see e.g., Griliches [1957], Rao [1971]). It states that, with an
infinite amount of data, the low-dimensional least squares estimator in Equation (1) converges to a
linear transformation of w∗a. This linear transformation depends on the auto-correlation matrix of x
o,
R11(a), and the cross correlation matrix of xo and xh, R12(a). While R11(a) can be estimated from
the data, R12(a) depends on unseen features of x, namely xh, as well as the behavior policy pib, and
can thus not be approximated from the given data. Nevertheless, as we will show in Section 5, R12(x)
can be estimated from interactions with the environment and samples from pib in an online manner.
Proposition 1 provides us with a structural dependency between w∗a and the low-order least squares
estimator bLSa . Specifically, every w
∗
a is constrained to a set
{
w ∈ Rd : Mw = b}, for some full row
rank matrix M ∈ RL×d and vector b ∈ RL. A natural question arises: How can such linear side
information be used? In the next section we show that we can decrease the effective dimensionality
of our problem using such linear side information whenever M and b are known exactly. Then,
in Section 5, we expand this result using estimates of the linear relation in Proposition 1, derived
from queries to pib. We provide improved regret bounds on the linear contextual bandit problem,
consequently exploiting the confounded information present in the partially observable data.
4 Linear Contextual Bandits with Linear Side Information
In the previous section we showed how partially observable data can be reduced to linear constraints.
Before diving into the subtleties of utilizing the specific structural properties of the linear relations
in Proposition 1, we form a general result for linear bandits under linear side information when
both M and b are given. Particularly, we show that linear side information can be used to improve
performance by decreasing the effective dimensionality of the underlying problem.
Assume we are given the following linear side information
Maw
∗
a = ba , a ∈ A. (2)
In this section we assume Ma ∈ RL×d, ba ∈ RL are known, and don’t assume any structural
characteristics. Without loss of generality assume that {Ma}a∈A are full row rank 4. One way
of using the relations in Equation (2) is by constraining an online learning algorithm to a lower
dimensional space. Particularly, notice that for all a ∈ A,
w∗a ∈
{
w ∈ Rd : w = M†aba + Paw
}
, (3)
where Pa is the orthogonal projection onto the kernel of Ma, and is given by Pa = I −M†aMa.
Common linear contextual bandit algorithms solve a linear regression problem for w∗a before acting
[Abbasi-Yadkori et al., 2011, Chu et al., 2011, Foster and Rakhlin, 2020]. Equation (3) suggests that
knowledge of the linear relation in Equation (2) may allow us to reduce the estimation problem to
that of the projected vector, Paw∗a. Indeed, we may attempt to solve the following corrected, low
order ridge regression problem
min
w∈Rd
{
t−1∑
i=1
(〈xi, Paw〉 − ya,i)2 + λ ‖Paw‖22
}
, (4)
3The invertibility assumption onR11 can be verified, sinceR11 can be estimated by statistics of the observable
covariates, xo. If it does not hold, other covariates of xo can be chosen to satisfy this assumption.
4If Ma is not full row rank, we remove dependent rows. In fact, we assume L to be the rank of Ma.
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where ya,i = ri −
〈
xi,M
†
aibai
〉
. Taking its smallest norm solution yields
wˆPat,a =
(
Pa
(
λI +
t−1∑
i=1
xix
T
i
)
Pa
)†(t−1∑
i=1
rixi −
t−1∑
i=1
xix
T
i M
†
aba
)
. (5)
Perhaps intuitively, this least squares estimator is in fact equivalent to one in a lower dimensional
spaceRm, the rank of Pa. Indeed, letting Pa = UUT , where U ∈ Rd×m is a matrix with orthonormal
columns5, we have that UT wˆPat,a =
(
λIm +
∑t−1
i=1
(
UTxi
) (
UTxi
)T)−1 (∑t−1
i=1 ya,i
(
UTxi
))
.
(see supplementary material for full derivation). That is, UT wˆPat,a is a least squares estimator in Rm.
We are now ready to construct a least squares variant for w∗a, which utilizes the information in
Equation (2). Having an estimation for Paw∗a, we make use of the set defined in Equation (3) to
construct our final estimator wˆa,t = M†aba + wˆ
Pa
t,a, where wˆ
Pa
t,a is given by Equation (5). Then,
estimation of wˆa,t will depend on the rank of Pa, i.e., rank(Pa) = d − L. In what follows we
will show how this projected estimator can be integrated into well-known linear bandit algorithm,
reducing its effective dimensionality to that of the rank of Pa.
4.1 OFUL with Linear Side Information
Algorithm 1 describes the reduction of the OFUL algorithm [Abbasi-Yadkori et al., 2011] to its
projected variant, in which linear side information is leveraged by means of low order ridge regression
(Equations (4)) to decrease the effective dimensionality of the problem. In Line 5 of the algorithm,
the estimator of Equation (5) for Paw∗a is used. This becomes useful in Line 7, as the confidence set
around w∗a is reduced to a lower dimension, i.e., d− L.
For all a ∈ A, assume ‖Paxi‖2 ≤ Sx,o almost surely and ‖Paw∗a‖2 ≤ Sw,o. Indeed, let-
ting
√
βt(δ) = λ
1/2Sw,o + σ
√
(d− L)log
(
K(1+tS2x,o/λ)
δ
)
, the following theorem provides the
improved regret of Algorithm 1. Its proof is given in the supplementary material, and is based on a
reduction of the linear bandit problem to a lower dimensional space, based on Equation (5).
Theorem 1. For all T ≥ 0, with probability at least 1− δ, the regret of Algorithm 1 is bounded by
Regret(T ) ≤ 2
√
T
√
(d− L)Klog
(
λ+
S2x,o
(d− L)K
)λ1/2Sw,o + σ
√
(d− L)log
(
1 + TS2x,o/λ
δ/K
).
This leads to, Regret (T ) ≤ O˜
(
(d− L)√KT
)
.
Indeed, by Theorem 1, linear relations of rank L reduce the linear bandit problem to a lower
dimensional problem, with regret guarantees that are equivalent to those of a linear bandit problem of
dimension d−L. However, these results hold only for Ma, ba that are fully known. When {Ma}a∈A
are unknown, we must rely on estimations of Ma. The accuracy of our estimation as well as its rate
of convergence would highly affect the applicability of such constraints. Fortunately, as we will see
next, the linear transformation of Proposition 1 can be efficiently estimated from queries to pib due to
its unique structure. This will allow us to achieve similar regret guarantees under mild conditions.
5 Deconfounding Partially Observable Data
This section builds upon the observations collected in the previous sections in order to construct our
main result: an algorithm that leverages large, partially observable, offline data in the online linear
bandit setting. While Proposition 1 seemingly provides us with linear side information in the form
of linear equalities Maw∗ = ba, the matrix Ma cannot be obtained from the partially observable
offline data, since R12(a) depends on the unobserved covariates xh, as well as the behavior policy pib.
Nevertheless Ma =
(
IL, R
−1
11 (a)R12(a)
)
can be efficiently estimated, as we discuss next.
5As orthogonal projection matrices have eigenvalues which are either 0 or 1, any projection matrix can be
decomposed into P = UUT , where U is a matrix with rank(P ) orthonormal columns.
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Algorithm 1 OFUL with Linear Side Information
1: input: α > 0,Ma ∈ RL×d, ba ∈ RL, δ > 0
2: init: Va = λId, Ya = 0, ∀a ∈ A
3: for t = 1, . . . do
4: Receive context xt
5: wˆPat,a = (PaVaPa)
† (Ya − (Va − λId)M†aba)
6: yˆt,a =
〈
xt,M
†
aba
〉
+
〈
xt, wˆ
Pa
t,a
〉
7: UCBt,a =
√
βt(δ) ‖xt‖(PaVaPa)†
8: at ∈ argmaxa∈A{yˆt,a + αUCBt,a}
9: Play action at and receive reward rt
10: Vat = Vat + xtx
T
t , Yat = Yat + xtrt
11: end for
Algorithm 2 OFUL with Partially Observable Offline
Data
1: input: α>0, δ>0, T , ba∈RL (from dataset)
2: for n = 0, . . . , log2 (T )− 1 do
3: Use 2n previous samples from pib to
update the estimate of Mˆ2n,a,∀a ∈ A
4: Calculate Mˆ†2n,a, Pˆ2n,a, ∀a ∈ A
5: Run Alg. 1 for 2n time steps with bonus√
βn,t(δ) and Mˆ2n,a, ba
6: end for
Consider the problem of identifying the statistic R12(a) = Epib
[
xo
(
xh
)T ∣∣∣ a ]. Due to its de-
pendence on pib, this may be impossible without access to pib or other information on its induced
measure, Ppib . In this work we assume that during online interactions, the online learner can query pib,
i.e., sample an action ab ∼ pib(x).
Assumption 1. We assume that at each round t > 0, we can sample abt ∼ pib(xt).
Remark 1. Being able to estimateR12(a) is an essential requirement for deconfounding the partially
observable data. Nevertheless, R12(a) is dependent on pib, raising the question, can R12(a) be
estimated without knowledge of pib? In this work we do not require knowledge of pib, nor do we
require interactions of pib with the environment (i.e., we do not act according to pib), but rather,
only view samples from pib. While Assumption 1 may be strict in some settings, it is reasonable
in others. For instance, when pib was controlled by us, though not all features of the context were
recorded. Other settings for estimating R12(a) are also possible, e.g., having access to additional
fully observable datasets that were generated by pib [Kallus et al., 2018].
Having access to samples from pib, we can construct an online estimator for the cross-correlation
matrix R12(a). More specifically, at each round t ∈ [T ], we observe a context xt and
query pib by sampling abt ∼ pib(xt). We then estimate R12(a) using the empirical estimator6
Rˆ12(a, t) =
1
t
∑t
i=1
1{ai=a}
Ppib (a) (x
o
i )
(
xhi
)T
, where Ppib(a) is known due to the offline data. We can
now naturally construct an estimator for Ma. Its estimator is given by
Mˆt,a =
(
IL, R
−1
11 (a)Rˆ12(a, t)
)
. (6)
A natural question arises: can the estimated linear constraints Mˆaw∗a = ba be used as linear side
information while still maintaining the regret guarantees of Theorem 1, i.e., decrease the effective
dimensionality of the problems from d to d − L? Specifically, we wish to construct a variant of
Algorithm 1 in which Mˆt,a are used as linear side information. In this setting the estimated projection
matrix Pˆt,a and the estimated Moore-Pensore Inverse Mˆ
†
t,a are directly calculated from Mˆt,a.
Algorithm 2 describes the linear bandit variant with partially observable data. Note that, unlike
Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2 is not an anytime algorithm, but rather acts knowing the horizon T .
Assuming ‖xi‖2 ≤ Sx a.s. and ‖w∗a‖2 ≤ Sw for all a ∈ A, the algorithm uses an augmented
confidence, given by
√
βn,t(δ) = (σ + SxSwCn)
√
(d− L)log
(
1+tS2x/λ
δ/2log(T )K
)
+ λ1/2Sw, where
Cn = CB1 + CB22
−n/2, CB1 = O˜
(
maxa
λmin(R11(a))
−1
Ppib (a) Sx(trace (R11(a)) trace (R22(a)))
1/4
)
6In fact, we can construct a tighter estimator for R12(a) using our knowledge of Epib [xo | a ], which can be
estimated exactly from the offline data. We leave its analysis out for purposes of clarity.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2: All experiments were conducted with the same vectors w∗a of dimension d = 30 and K = 30 arms.
(a) Plot compares effect of L when R12 is known (solid lines) vs. estimated (dashed lines). For L = 0 (i.e., no
side information) we executed Algorithm 1 without using the dataset. (b) Comparison of different values of α
using an offilne dataset and L = 25. (c) Effect of dataset size on performance for L = 25.
and CB2 = O˜
(
maxa
λmin(R11(a))
−1
Ppib (a) S
2
x
)
. At every time step t ∈ [T ], the learner uses the esti-
mate Mˆt,a and subsequently considers it to be linear side information, as in Algorithm 1. The
following theorem provides regret guarantees for Algorithm 2, proving partially observable data can
be beneficial for linear bandit algorithms.
Theorem 2. For any fixed T > 0, with probability at least 1 − δ, the regret of Algorithm 2 under
Assumption 1 and the estimator given in Equation (6) is bounded by
3
√
T (d− L)Klog
(
λ+
TS2x
d− L
)(
σ
√
(d− L)log
(
1 + TS2x/λ
δ/(2Klog (T ))
)
+ λ1/2Sw
)
+O
(
(d− L)
√
KSxSwCB2
)
,
where  = SxSwCB1 and σ = σ + . This leads to, Regret (T ) ≤ O˜
(
(d− L)√KT
)
.
The proof of the theorem is provided in the supplementary material. Its proof is based on a doubling
trick, which allows for an elegant usage of the analysis of Theorem 1. Nevertheless, while Algorithm 2
achieves the desired regret, it is highly wasteful w.r.t. the information gathered through time.
Specifically, it discards all information upon updates of Mˆt,a. In a practical setting, we expect
the algorithm to achieve similar performance guarantees even when information is not discarded.
Moreover, as we show in the next section, significant improvement can still be achieved without
applying the doubling trick, i.e., by running Algorithm, 1 with the approximated Mˆt,a.
The proof of Theorem 2 is strongly based on the structural properties of Mˆt,a. Due to the structure
of {Ma}a∈A, we prove that
∥∥∥Pa − Pˆt,a∥∥∥ ≤ 2∥∥∥Ma − Mˆt,a∥∥∥ and ∥∥∥M†a − Mˆ†t,a∥∥∥ ≤ 2 ∥∥∥Ma − Mˆt,a∥∥∥
(see Lemma 6 in the supplementary material), meaning, the convergence of Pˆt,a and Mˆ
†
t,a is well
controlled by the convergence of Mˆt,a. This property does not hold for general matrices. In fact, for
a general matrix A, A† is not even continuous w.r.t. perturbations in A (see e.g., Stewart 1969). Thus,
the structure of Ma establishes convergence rates of Pˆt,a, Mˆ
†
t,a sufficient to achieve the desired regret.
6 Experiments
In this section we demonstrate the effectiveness of using offline data in a synthetic environment.
Our environment consisted of K = 30 arms and vectors w∗a ∈ R30 uniformly sampled in
[
0, 1d
]d
and fixed across all experiments. Contexts were sampled from a uniform distribution in [0, 1]d and
normalized to have norm 1. The behavioral policy pib was chosen to follow a softmax distribution
pib(a, x) ∝ exp
(
φTa x
)
, where φa ∈ Rd were randomly chosen and fixed across all experiments.
Figure 2a illustrates the effectiveness of using partially observable data. We used a dataset of 1 million
examples to simulate a sufficiently large dataset. Solid lines depict regret when R12(a) are known
in advance, allowing us to apply Algorithm 1 without estimations (Section 4). Dashed lines depict
regret for the estimated case using queries to pib, i.e., Ma were estimated at every iteration using an
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estimate of R12(a) (see Section 5). Note that L = 0 corresponds to the linear bandit problem with no
side information, i.e., the original OFUL algorithm. It is evident that utilizing the partially observable
data can significantly improve performance, even when using approximate projections. We note that
the experiments were run under constant updates of Mˆt,a, i.e., without epoch schedules.
Figure 2b depicts the effect of the optimism parameter α (see Algorithm 1) on overall performance
when utilizing a dataset with L = 25 observed features. A gap is evident between the proposed theo-
retical confidence and the practical results, as very small values of α showed best performance. This
gap is most likely due to worst case scenarios that were not imposed by our simulated environments.
Finally, Figure 2c depicts experiments with varying amount of data. While the number of examples
has an effect, it does not significantly deteriorate overall performance, suggesting that partially
observable offline data can be used even with finite datasets, as long as they are sufficiently large.
7 Related Work
The linear bandits problem, first introduced by Auer [2002], has been extensively investigated in the
pure online setting [Dani et al., 2008, Rusmevichientong and Tsitsiklis, 2010, Abbasi-Yadkori et al.,
2011], with numerous variants and extensions [Agrawal and Devanur, 2016, Kazerouni et al., 2017,
Ghosh et al., 2017, Dimakopoulou et al., 2019, Amani et al., 2019, Oswal et al., 2019].
The offline (logged) bandit setting usually assumes the algorithm must learn a policy from a batch
of fully observable data [Shivaswamy and Joachims, 2012, Swaminathan and Joachims, 2015a,b,c,
Joachims et al., 2018]. The use of offline data has also been investigated under the reinforcement
learning framework, including batch-mode off-policy reinforcement learning and off-policy evaluation
[Ernst et al., 2005, Lizotte et al., 2012, Fonteneau et al., 2013, Kumar et al., 2019, Wu et al., 2019,
Precup, 2000, Munos et al., 2016, Thomas and Brunskill, 2016, Gottesman et al., 2019b].
More related to our work are attempts to establish unbiased estimates or control schemes from
confounded offline data [Lattimore et al., 2016, Lee and Bareinboim, 2018, Oberst and Sontag, 2019,
Tennenholtz et al., 2020]. Other work in which partially observable data is used usually consider
the standard confounded setting (e.g., identification of P (r|do(a))) [Zhang and Bareinboim, 2019,
Ye et al., 2020]. Wang et al. [2016] also consider hidden features, where biases are accounted for
under assumptions on the hidden features. In these works the unobserved features (confounders) are
never disclosed to the learner. Prior knowledge is thereby usually assumed over their support (e.g.,
known bounds). When such priors are unknown, these methods may thus fail. Moreover, they are
sub-optimal in settings of fully observable online interactions, where the unobserved confounders
become observed covariates.
In this work we view the problem from an online learner’s perspective, where offline data is used as
side information. Specifically we project the given information, reducing our problem to its orthogonal
subspace. Projections have been previously used in the bandit setting for reducing time complexity
and dimensionality [Yu et al., 2017]. Other work consider bandits under constraints [Agrawal et al.,
2015, Agrawal and Devanur, 2019]. Finally, Djolonga et al. [2013] consider subspace-learning by
combining Gaussian Process UCB sampling and low-rank matrix recovery techniques.
8 Discussion and Future Work
In this work we showed that partially observable data can be efficiently utilized in the linear bandit
setting. Specifically, we reduce the partially observable data to linear side information, which is then
leveraged by an online learner. We showed that the effective dimensionality can be decreased from d,
to d− L, significantly improving performance.
Throughout our work we assumed the limit of infinite sized data. This assumption can be removed by
combining optimistic bounds on the finite samples in the data. We chose to leave this derivation out
to focus on the topic of missing covariates. Unsurprisingly, our experiments show that the number of
samples does not greatly affect performance, as long as they are sufficiently large.
Future work can build upon our results to utilize partially observable data in additional contextual
bandit algorithms, both in the linear as well as the general function class settings. It is also interesting
to generalize our results to the reinforcement learning setting. Finally, it is currently unclear if
Assumption 1 can be further mitigated, as estimation of R12(a) is required. Further research might
consider alternative assumptions to achieve this goal.
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9 Broader Impact
There has been growing interest in using offline data for optimal control, particularly in the medical
field, where off-policy offline data is the main source for learning. There, simulations are mostly inac-
curate, and acting in the real world is usually unsafe, limited, and full of bureaucracy. Unfortunately,
some of the medical datasets available are heavily confounded [Gottesman et al., 2019a], making
their use prone to substantial bias unless accounted for.
Our work is stationed at a regime of using such confounded offline data as side information. This puts
focus on online interactions, which can be safely controlled, while only utilizing the offline data to
improve efficiency. A different perspective of the problem considers the opposite scenario, in which
offline data is at the center, and an online learner can only execute a small number of constrained
actions in the real world. Both these setups allow us to ensure the biases that are incorporated by the
unobserved factors in our data are all accounted for. Such scenarios could allow for safer and more
ethical manners of constructing automated systems for medical problems.
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A Overview
The appendix is divided into several sections:
• Appendix B provides a short background on orthogonal projections and the Moore-Penrose
inverse, a fundamental tool in our work. We also state some well known pertrubations
bounds that will be useful for achieving well-behaved convergence rates in the proof of
Theorem 2.
• In Appendix C we discuss the unidentifiability problem of using partially observable data,
with focus to our setting. Specifically, we show that {w∗a}a∈A are not identifiable, and
provide further motivation for this work.
• Appendix D provides a proof of Proposition 1, namely, showing that the structure of the
transformation obtained from the offline data is given by Ma = (IL, R11(a)−1R12(a)).
• In Appendix E we discuss Projected Ridge Regression (P-RR) with side information, as
presented in Section 4. Specifically, we state and prove the equivalence of P-RR to a
low-order ridge regression problem with a correction term (see Equation (4)).
• Appendix F provides a proof of Theorem 1, showing that Algorithm 1 reduces the OFUL
algorithm to the lower-dimensional projected subspace of known linear transformation
{Maw = ba}, decreasing the regret from O˜
(
d
√
KT
)
to O˜
(
(d− L)√KT
)
. Its proof is
a direct consequence of the P-RR formulation.
• Based on the above, we formulate our final result, proving Theorem 2 in Appendix G. We
begin by showing the approximate linear transformations obtained by estimating R12(a)
from online samples are well behaved. Specifically, we show that the projection and pseudo-
inverse operators converge at the same rate as Mˆt,a, i.e.,
∥∥∥Pa − Pˆt,a∥∥∥ ≤ 2 ∥∥∥Ma − Mˆt,a∥∥∥
and
∥∥∥M†a − Mˆ†t,a∥∥∥ ≤ 2 ∥∥∥Ma − Mˆt,a∥∥∥. We then leverage these important properties, to-
gether with a doubling trick approach, showing that similar regret guarantees can be achieved
as in the exact case.
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B Orthogonal Projections and the Moore–Penrose Inverse
In this section we give a short review of the Moore–Penrose inverse [Barata and Hussein, 2012] and
its corresponding orthogonal projection. We state some well known properties that will be useful in
our analysis.
For a matrix M ∈ RL×d we denote its Moore–Penrose inverse by M†. Let P ‖ = M†M be the
orthogonal projection onto the range of M and P⊥ = I − P ‖ be the orthogonal projection onto the
kernel of M . We have the following well known properties.
Property 1. If M has independent rows, then M† can be computed as M† = MT (MMT )−1.
Property 2. If Mw = b then P ‖w = M†b.
Property 3 (Planitz 1979). The vector x = M†b is the vector with the smallest L2 norm which
satisfies Mx = b.
Property 4. If w ∈ Rd satisfies Mw = b then w can be written as
w = P⊥w +M†b.
Proof. Using the fact I = P ‖w + P⊥ and Property 2 we get
w = P⊥w + P ‖w = P⊥w +M†b.
Remark 2 (Notation). For brevity, we denote P = P⊥ as the orthogonal projection to the kernel of
M and I − P = I − P⊥ = P ‖ as the orthogonal projection to the range of M .
B.1 Useful Perturbation Bounds
The following two results are standard in perturbation theory. They bound the L2 difference between
some matrix A, and its perturbed counterpart B = A+E, where E a perturbation (i.e., error) matrix.
Theorem 3 (E.g., Chen et al. 2016, Corollary 2.7). For any matrices let A,B,E ∈ Rd×d and
E = B −A. Let PA and PB be the orthogonal projection on the raw space of A and B, respectively.
Assume rank(A) = rank(B). Then,
‖PA − PB‖2 ≤ min
(∥∥A†∥∥
2
, ‖B‖†2
)
‖E‖2 ,
where P, Pˆ are the orthogonal projections into the row space of M, Mˆ , respectively,
Theorem 4 (Stewart 1977, Theorem 3.3). For any matrices let A,B,E ∈ Rd×d and E = B − A.
Then, ∥∥B† −A†∥∥
2
≤ 2 max
(∥∥A†∥∥2
2
,
∥∥B†∥∥2
2
)
‖E‖2 .
Remark 3. Note that Theorem 3 assumes rank(A) = rank(B). While other perturbation bounds
exist for the case rank(A) 6= rank(B), they do not provide sufficient guarantees for our analysis
(e.g.,
∥∥A† −B†∥∥ may diverge Stewart 1969). Luckily, due to the special structure of M , i.e.,
M = (IL, R
−1
11 R12), the perturbed version of M as defined in Section 5 will always have rank L,
ensuring this assumption holds.
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C Unidentifiability Problem of Partially Observable Data
Having access to partially observable offline data may not be enough to obtain the optimal policy,
even if N → ∞. The following is a standard identifiability result, showing that {w∗a}a∈A are not
identifiable in the setting of partially observable data and no online interaction.
Proposition 2. For any behavioral policy pib and induced measure Ppib , {w∗a}a∈A are not identifiable.
More specifically, for all w1 =
{
w1a
}
a∈A exist w
2 =
{
w2a
}
a∈A 6= w2 and probability measures
P1, P2 such that P1
(
xo, a, r;w1, pib
)
= P2
(
xo, a, r;w2, pib
)
and pib
(
a, x;w1
)
= pib
(
a, x;w2
)
.
Proof. Denote by woa ∈ RL, wha ∈ Rd−L, the vectors corresponding to the observed and hidden parts
of x, namely, xo and xh, respectively. That is, wa =
(
woa
wha
)
and
ri = x
T
i wa + ηi = (x
o)Twoa + (x
h)Twha + ηi.
Let P1, P2 be two measures such that P1((xh)Tw1oa ≤ α|a, xo) = P2((xh)Tw2oa ≤ α|a, xo) for all
α ∈ R. Note that such measures always exist. For example letting xh be a random vector with i.i.d.
elements independent of xo, such that
P1
(
(xh)k =
1
(w1oa )k
)
= 12
P1
(
(xh)k =
1
(w2oa )k
)
= 0
P1
(
xh)k = 0
)
= 12

P2
(
(xh)k =
1
(w1oa )k
)
= 0
P2
(
(xh)k =
1
(w2oa )k
)
= 12
P2
(
xh)k = 0
)
= 12
where without loss of generality we assumed (w1oa )k 6= 0, (w2oa )k 6= 0,∀1 ≤ k ≤ d− L 7. Then it
follows that P1((xh)Tw1oa ≤ α|a, xo) = P2((xh)Tw2oa ≤ α|a, xo).
We have that
P1(r ≤ β|a = a, xo = c;w1, pib) = P1((xh)Twoa + η ≤ β − cTwoa|a = a, xo = c;w1, pib)
= P2(r ≤ β|a = a, xo = c;w2, pib).
Therefore,
P1(r, a, x
o;w1, pib) = P1(r|a, xo;w1, pib)Ppib(a, xo)
= P2(r|a, xo;w2, pib)Ppib(a, xo)
= P2(r, a, x
o;w2, pib).
The above proposition tells us that partially observable offline data cannot be used unless further
assumptions are made. This is true even in the linear model, which is the focus of this work. To
mitigate this problem, prior knowledge and assumptions over the hidden variables can be used.
Nevertheless, such assumptions may be inaccurate and impossible to validate. Moreover, most
concurrent assumptions (such as bounding the “amount of confoundness"), do not completely resolve
this issue, but rather mitigate it so that perhaps better policies can be found.
This work considers an alternative assumption, namely, access to online interactions with the environ-
ment. This has several benefits over assuming prior knowledge:
1. There is no problem of validating this assumption, i.e., if we do not have access to an online
environment, we will know it.
2. The online regime allows us to achieve an optimal policy. Specifically, since online interac-
tions reveal the hidden context, an optimal policy is always identifiable.
3. Partially observable data cannot hurt us, but rather only improve our performance. Looking
at the problem from an online learner’s point of view, the offline data is only used to improve
its performance. Therefore, the offline data does not bias our results, but only decreases the
number of online interactions.
7If one of them is zero, simply choose P1
(
(xh)k = 0
)
= P2
(
(xh)k = 0
)
= 1
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D Proof of Proposition 1
We recall Proposition 1
Proposition 1. Let R11(a) = Epib
[
xo (xo)
T
∣∣∣ a ], R12(a) = Epib[xo (xh)T ∣∣∣ a ]. Assume R11(a)
is invertible for all a ∈ A 8. Then, the following holds almost surely for all a ∈ A.
lim
N→∞
bLSa =
(
IL, R
−1
11 (a)R12(a)
)
w∗a.
Before proving the proposition, we remind the reader of the continuous mapping theorem, which
states that continuous functions preserve limits even if their arguments are sequences of random
variables.
Theorem 5 (Continuous Mapping, e.g., Van der Vaart [2000]). Let {Xn} be a set of real random
variables such Xn ∈ Rk and Xn a.s→ X . Let d(·, ·) : Rd × Rd → R be a distance function that
generates the usual topology. Let g : Rk → Rm be a continuous function at the point X ∈ Rk. Then
g(Xn)
a.s→ g(X).
Proof of Proposition 1. Fix a ∈ A. By definition, bLSa is also given by (1),
bLSa =
 1
Na
∑
n∈[N ]
1{an=a}x
o
n (x
o
n)
T
−1 1
Na
∑
n∈[N ]
1{an=a}x
o
nrn
, (7)
Define (Qo)T = (IL 0) ∈ RL×d and (Qc)T = (0 Id−L) ∈ Rd−L×d. Observe that xo = Qox,
xh = Qcx for x ∈ Rd, and that Id = Qo (Qo)T + Qc (Qc)T . Due to the model assumption (see
Section 2), we can write
r(xn, a) = 〈xn, w∗a〉+ ηn
=
〈
Qo (Qo)
T
xn, w
∗
a
〉
+
〈
Qc (Qc)
T
xn, w
∗
a
〉
+ ηn (Qo (Qo)
T
+Qc (Qc)
T
= I)
=
〈
xon, (Q
o)Tw∗a
〉
+
〈
xhn, (Q
c)Tw∗a
〉
+ ηn
Plugging this relation into (1) we get
bLSa =
 1
Na
∑
n∈[N ]
1{an=a}x
o
n (x
o
n)
T
−1 1
Na
∑
n∈[N ]
1{an=a}x
o
n (x
o
n)
T
 (Qo)T w∗a
+
 1
Na
∑
n∈[N ]
1{an=a}x
o
n (x
o
n)
T
−1 1
Na
∑
n∈[N ]
1{an=a}x
o
n
(
xhn
)T (Qc)T w∗a
+
 1
Na
∑
n∈[N ]
1{an=a}x
o
n (x
o
n)
T
−1 1
Na
∑
n∈[N ]
1{an=a}x
o
nηn
. (8)
We now analyze the three terms and apply the continuous mapping theorem iteratively (Theorem 5)
to prove the lemma. Let
Y
(i)
N :=
1
Na
∑
n∈[N ]
1{an=a}x
o
n (x
o
n)
T
=
1
Na/N
1
N
∑
n∈[N ]
1{an=a}x
o
n (x
o
n)
T
=
Z
(2)
N
Z
(1)
N
, (9)
where Z(1)N := Na/N =
1
N
∑
n∈[N ] 1{an=a} and Z
(2)
N :=
1
N
∑
n∈[N ] 1{an=a}x
o
n (x
o
n)
T
.
8The invertibility assumption onR11 can be verified, sinceR11 can be estimated by statistics of the observable
covariates, xo. If it does not hold, other covariates of xo can be chosen to satisfy this assumption.
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By the strong law of large numbers (SLLN)
Z
(1)
N
a.s→ Ppib(a)
Z
(2)
N
a.s→ Ppib(a)Epib
[
xo (xo)
T | a
]
,
for N →∞ since both are empirical averages of N i.i.d. random variables and, thus, converge to
their means a.s..
The mean of a random variable in the empirical average Z(1)N is simply given by
Epib
[
1{an=a}
]
= Ppib(a),
since all the random variables are i.i.d..
The mean of a random variable in the empirical average of Z(2)N is given by
Epib
[
1{an=a}x
o
n (x
o
n)
T
]
= Ppib(a)Epib
[
xon (x
o
n)
T | a
]
,
since E[X | A] = E[1{A}X]P (A) .
By the continuous mapping theorem (Theorem 5) we get that
Y
(i)
N
a.s→
Ppib(a)Epib
[
xo (xo)
T | a
]
Ppib(a)
= Epib
[
xo (xo)
T | a
]
,
which is valid since g(a, b) = ab is continuous at b > 0 and we assume that for all a ∈ A Ppib(a) > 0.
Similar reasoning, leads to the following convergence
Y
(ii)
N :=
1
Na
∑
n∈[N ]
1{an=a}x
o
n
(
xhn
)T a.s→ Epib[xo (xh)T | a], (10)
and
Y
(iii)
N :=
1
Na
∑
n∈[N ]
1{an=a}x
o
nηn
a.s→ 0, (11)
where in the last relation we also use the fact that ηn is zero mean random variable, Epib [ηn] = 0, and
is independent of xn, an and thus ηn is also independent of xon = Q
oxn, an.
By (8) and by definitions (9), (10), (11),
bLSa = (Y
(i)
N )
−1Y (i)N Q
ow∗a + (Y
(i)
N )
−1Y (ii)N Q
cw∗a + (Y
(i)
N )
−1Y (iii)N .
We now apply the continuous mapping theorem (Theorem 5) on each of the three terms. Notice that
the conditions of this theorem are satisfied since the limit of Y (i)N , Epib
[
xo (xo)
T | a
]
, has an inverse
by the assumption which implies that the limit point is continuous. Thus, we get that for N →∞ it
holds a.s. that
bLSa = (Q
o)
T
w∗a +R11(a)
−1R12(a) (Qc)
T
w∗a
where R11(a) = Epib
[
xo (xo)
T
∣∣∣ a ], R12(a) = Epib[xo (xh)T ∣∣∣ a ]. By taking union bound on all
a ∈ A we conclude the proof.
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E Linear Regression with Side Information
We wish to construct a least squares variant for w∗a, which utilizes the information in Equation (2). In
Section 4 we considered the problem of linear regression under the linear model y = 〈x, Pw∗〉+ η,
where P ∈ Rd×d is a projection matrix of rank m and η is some centered random noise. One way to
solve this problem is through ridge regression on the full euclidean space Rd, under projection of w.
In Section 4 we constructed a projected variant of ridge regression (P-RR), which attempts to solve
the regularized problem in Equation 4, i.e.,
min
w∈Rd
{
t−1∑
i=1
(〈xi, Paw〉 − ya,i)2 + λ ‖Paw‖22
}
,
We then took its smallest norm solution
wˆPat,a =
(
Pa
(
λId +
t−1∑
i=1
xix
T
i
)
Pa
)†(t−1∑
i=1
yixi
)
. (12)
where ya,i = ri −
〈
xi,M
†
aibai
〉
.
Let us now take a closer look at Equation (12). We wish to show that this solution is closely related
to a ridge regression problem in a lower dimension. First, notice that taking the pseudoinverse of
Pa
(
λId +
∑t−1
i=1 xix
T
i
)
Pa can be written in an equivalent method using the inverse operator. This
is formalized generally in the following proposition.
Proposition 3. Let V ∈ Rd×d be a PD matrix and P = UUT a projection matrix of rank l, where
and U ∈ Rd×l is a matrix with orthonormal columns. Then,
(PV P )† = U(UTV U)−1UT .
Proof. Observe that
PV P = U(UTV U)UT (13)
Let UExt ∈ Rd×d be a unitary matrix with its first l columns U and rest d− l columns be arbitrary
orthonormal vectors (such that UExt is unitary), i.e., an extension of U to the entire space Rd. Using
this notation (13) can be written as
PV P = UExt
(
UTV U 0
0 0
)
UTExt. (14)
Next, recall that for any unitary matrix U¯ and any matrix A it holds that (U¯AU¯T )† = U¯A†U¯T . Then,
by Equation (14)
(PV P )
†
=
(
UExt
(
UTV U 0
0 0
)
UTExt
)†
= UExt
(
UTV U 0
0 0
)†
UTExt ((UAU
T )† = UA†UT )
= UExt
(
(UTV U)† 0
0 0
)
UTExt
= UExt
(
(UTV U)−1 0
0 0
)
UTExt = U(U
TV U)−1UT , (15)
where the third relation holds since UTV U is full rank (since V is PD so is UTV U ).
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Using Proposition 3 we now show that P-RR is in fact equivalent to solving a ridge regression problem
in a lower dimension. This will become useful in our proof of Theorem 1, as it will allow us to
reduce the linear bandit problem to a lower dimensional variant of the same problem. The following
proposition proves this equivalence.
Proposition 4 (Equivalent forms of P-RR). Let wPRR ∈ Rd be the least L2-norm solution of the
following P-RR for λ > 0
arg min
w∈Rd
(
t∑
n=1
(〈Pxn, w〉 − yn)2 + λ ‖Pw‖22
)
,
where xn ∈ Rd, yn ∈ R, P = UUT is a projection matrix of rank l and U ∈ Rd×l is a matrix
with orthonormal columns. Define X ∈ Rt×d and X˜ ∈ Rt×l as matrices with {xTn}tn=1 and{
(UTxn)
T
}t
n=1
in their rows, respectively. Define Y ∈ Rt as the vector of {yn}tn=1. Then, wPRR
satisfies the following relations.
1. wPRR = (P (XTX + λId)P )†PXTY .
2. UTwPRR = (X˜T X˜ + λIl)−1X˜TY.
Proof. Claim (1). The P-RR problem can we recast as
arg min
w∈Rd
(
wT (P (XTX + λId)P )w + 2w
TPXTY
)
.
The smallest L2 norm solution of this optimization problem is given by
wPRR = (P (X
TX + λId)P )
†PXTY (16)
which establishes the first claim.
Claim (2).
By Proposition 3 it holds that
(P (XTX + λId)P )
† = U(UT (XTX + λId)U)−1UT (Prop. 3)
= U(UTXTXU + λIl)
−1UT (UTU = Il)
= U(X˜T X˜ + λIl)
−1UT , (17)
by defining X˜ = XU , which is a matrix with
{
UTxn
}
in its rows. To conclude the proof, observe
the following holds
UTwPRR = U
T
(
U(X˜T X˜ + λIl)
−1UT
)
PXTY (By (16) and (17))
= UTU(X˜T X˜ + λIl)
−1UTUX˜TY
= (X˜T X˜ + λIl)
−1X˜TY. (UTU = Il)
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F OFUL with Linear Side Information
Algorithm 3 OFUL with Linear Side Information (Equivalent Form)
1: input: α > 0,Ma ∈ RL×d, ba ∈ RL
2: init: Va = λI, Ya = 0,∀a ∈ A
3: for t = 1, . . . , T do
4: Receive context xt
5: wˆPat,a = (PaVaPa)
† (
Ya − (Va − λI)M†aba
)
6:
√
βt(δ) = σ
√
(d− L)log
(
K(1+tS2x/λ)
δ
)
+ λ1/2Sw
7: at, w˜t,at ∈ arg maxa∈A,wa∈Ct,a
(〈xt, Pawa〉+ 〈xt,M†aba〉)
8: Play action at and receive rt
9: Vat = Vat + xtx
T
t , Yat = Yat + xtrt
10: end for
In this section we supply regret guarantees for OFUL Abbasi-Yadkori et al. [2011] with linear side
information of the form Mawa = ba for every a ∈ A. In Appendix G, building on this analysis, we
study the case Ma is estimated in an online manner.
F.1 Equivalences of Update Rule
The optimistic estimation of the reward of each arm has the form (Algorithm 1)
〈xt, Pawˆt,a〉+ ‖x‖(PaVt−1,aPa)† +
〈
xt,M
†
aba
〉
.
In this section we establish that this update rule is equivalent to the update rule written in Algorithm 3.
For computational purposes, it is easier to consider the version given in Algorithm 1, whereas in
terms of analysis, the equivalent form given in Algorithm 3. The following proposition proves this
equivalence by providing an analytical solution to the optimisitic optimization problem in Line 7 of
Algorithm 3.
Proposition 5 (Equivalent Forms of OFUL’s Optimistic Estimation). Let P = UUT be an orthogonal
projection matrix, U ∈ Rd×l a matrix with orthonormal columns and V ∈ Rd×d a PD symmetric
matrix. Fix wˆ ∈ Rd, β ∈ R and let
C = {w : ∥∥UTw − UT wˆ∥∥
V˜
≤
√
β},
where V˜ = UTV U ∈ Rl×l. Then, for any fixed x ∈ Rd
max
w∈C
(〈x, Pw〉) = 〈x, P wˆ〉+
√
β ‖x‖(PV P )†
Proof. We have that
max
w∈C
(〈x, Pw〉) = 〈x, P wˆ〉+ max
w∈C
(〈x, P (w − wˆ)〉)
= 〈x, P wˆ〉+ max
w∈C
(〈
UTx, UTw − UT wˆ〉). (18)
Next, 〈
UTx, UTw − UT wˆ〉 ≤ ∥∥UTx∥∥
V˜ −1
∥∥UTw − UT wˆ∥∥
V˜
≤
√
β
∥∥UTx∥∥
V˜ −1 ,
where the first inequality follows by Cauchy-Schwartz and V˜ = UTV U is PD, and the second
inequality by the assumption
∥∥UTw − UT wˆ∥∥
V˜
≤ √β for any w ∈ C. Moreover, the inequality is
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attained with equality for V˜ (UTw − UT wˆ) =
√
β
‖UT x‖V˜−1 V˜
−1UTx (such w is indeed contained in
C). Thus, we get that
max
w∈C
(〈
UTx, UTw − UT wˆ〉) = √β ∥∥UTx∥∥
V˜ −1 .
Plugging the above into Equation (18) and we get
max
w∈C
(〈x, Pw〉) = 〈x, P wˆ〉+
√
β
∥∥UTx∥∥
V˜ −1
= 〈x, P wˆ〉+
√
β ‖x‖UV˜ −1UT
= 〈x, P wˆ〉+
√
β ‖x‖(PV P )† . (Proposition 3)
F.2 Proof of Theorem 1
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1. We first provide a sketch of the proof. Using the linear side
observation we can deduce (I − Pa)w∗a = M†aba. Thus, we should only estimate the part of w∗a not
given by the linear side observation, Paw∗a. To this end, we use the P-RR estimator (see Section 4
and Appendix E)
wˆt+1,a ∈ arg min
w∈Rd
{
t∑
n=1
1{an=a}
(〈Paxn, w〉 − (yn − 〈xn,M†aba〉))2 + λ ‖Paw‖22
}
, (19)
Proof. We start by defining the good event G as the event {UTa w∗a ∈ Ct,a∀t ≥ 0,∀a ∈ A}. By
Lemma 1, P (G) > 1− δ.
Denote by Ik(a) the kth time action a was chosen in the sequence x1, a1, . . . , xt, at, that is,
Ik(a) = min
t :
t∑
j=1
1{aj=a} = k
,
and denote by Nt(a) the total number of times action a was chosen by time t. Also, denote the PD
matrix
V˜t−1,a = λId−L +
t−1∑
i=1
1{ai=a}(U
T
a xi)(U
T
a xi)
T .
Then the following relations hold for every t ≥ 0 conditioning on the good event.
rt =
〈
xt, w
∗
a∗(xt)
〉
− 〈xt, w∗at〉
≤ 〈Patxt, w˜at〉+
〈
xt,M
†
atbat
〉− 〈xt, w∗at〉 (Corollary (1))
= 〈Patxt, w˜at〉 −
〈
Patxt, w
∗
at
〉
(wa = Pawa +M†aba, Property 4)
=
〈
UTatxt,
(
UTatw˜at − UTatw∗at
)〉
(Pa = UaUTa )
≤ ∥∥UTatxt∥∥V˜ −1t−1,at ∥∥UTatwˆat − UTatw∗at∥∥V˜t−1,at + ∥∥UTatxt∥∥V˜ −1t−1,at ∥∥UTatwˆat − UTatw˜at∥∥V˜t−1,at
≤ 2
√
βt−1(δ)
∥∥UTatxt∥∥V˜ −1t−1,at , (Lemma 1)
Next, notice that rt ≤ 2, since 〈xt, wa〉 ∈ [−1, 1]. Then, using the above we get that
rt ≤ 2
√
βt−1(δ) min
(∥∥UTatxt∥∥V˜ −1t−1,at , 1
)
. (20)
22
Combining the above and conditioning on the good event we get that for all t ≥ 0
Regret (t) ≤
√√√√t t∑
i=1
r2t
≤ 2
√√√√tβt(δ) t∑
i=1
min
(∥∥UTaixi∥∥2V˜ −1i−1,ai , 1
)
((20) and βt(δ) ≥ βt′(δ) for t ≥ t′)
= 2
√√√√tβt(δ)∑
a∈A
Nt(a)∑
i=1
min
(∥∥UTa xIi(a)∥∥2V˜ −1
Ii(a),a
, 1
)
≤ 2√t
(
λ1/2Sw + σ
√
(d− L)log
(
K(1 + tS2x/λ))
δ
))√
(d− L)
∑
a∈A
log
(
λ+
Nt(a)S2x
d− L
)
(Lemma 9)
≤ 2√t
(
λ1/2Sw + σ
√
(d− L)log
(
K(1 + tS2x/λ))
δ
))√
(d− L)Klog
(
λ+
tS2x
(d− L)K
)
,
(Jensen’s Inequality &
∑
a∈[K]Nt(a) = t)
which concludes the proof.
F.3 Optimism of OFUL
The next result establishes that with high probability UTa w
∗
a ∈ Ct,a, i.e., the true vector UTa w∗a is
contained in the set Ct,a, which is a ball around the rotated PRR estimator wˆt,a. We prove this result
via reduction of the PRR estimator to lower dimensional ridge regression (see Proposition 4).
Lemma 1 (Projected Subspace Optimism). Let wˆt+1,a be the PRR estimator of w with Pa = UaUTa
and Ua ∈ Rd×d−L. Let ‖Paw∗a‖ ≤ Sw, ‖Paxn‖ ≤ Sx . Then, for all t ≥ 0, a ∈ A and for any
δ > 0 it holds that UTa w
∗
a ∈ Ct,a with probability greater than 1− δ, where
Ct,a =
{
w ∈ Rd : ∥∥UTa wˆt+1,a − UTa w∥∥V˜t,a ≤√βt(δ)},
where V˜t,a = λId−L +
∑t
n=1 1{an=a}(U
T
a xn)(U
T
a xn)
T , and
√
βt(δ) = σ
√
(d− L)log
(
K(1 + tS2x/λ))
δ
)
+ λ1/2Sw.
Proof. Fix a ∈ A. Since wˆt+1,a is the smallest norm solution of the PRR, by proposition 4,
UTa wˆt+1,a has the following form
UTa wˆt+1,a = (X˜
T
t,aX˜t,a + λId−L)
−1X˜Tt,aYt,a. (21)
X˜t,a is a matrix with {x˜i,a}ti=1 in its rows where x˜i,a = 1{ai=a}(UTa xn)T , and Yt,a = (y1,a, .., yt,a)
such that
yi,a = 1{ai=a}
(〈
UTa xi, U
T
a w
∗
a
〉
+ ηi
)
=
〈
1{ai=a}U
T
a xi, U
T
a w
∗
a
〉
+ 1{ai=a}ηi.
We now recast (21) such that we are able to apply Theorem 7 in a smaller dimension d− L. Since
ai, xi, Ua are Fi−1 measurable it holds that x˜i,a is Fi−1 measurable. Define η˜i = 1{ai=a}ηi. Since
ηi ∈ Fn it holds that η˜i is Fi measurable. Furthermore, η˜i is σ sub Gaussian since ηi is σ sub
Gaussian. Define Y˜t,a = (y˜1,a, .., y˜t,a) where y˜i,a =
〈
x˜i, U
T
a w
∗
a
〉
+ η˜i. Thus, (21) can be written as
UTa wˆt+1,a = (X˜
T
t,aX˜t,a + λId−L)
−1X˜Tt,aY˜t,a.
We now employ Theorem 7 in dimension d− L since x˜i, UTa w∗a ∈ Rd−L. Furthermore,
∥∥UTa xi∥∥ =
‖Pxi‖ ≤ Sx and similarly ‖Pw∗a‖ ≤ Sw. Taking a union bound on a ∈ A concludes the claim.
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Corollary 1 (Update Rule Optimism). Assume Uaw∗a ∈ Ct,a for any t ≥ 0 and for all a ∈ A. Then,
〈xt, Paw˜a,t〉+
〈
xt,M
†
aba
〉 ≥ 〈xt, w∗a〉.
Thus,
〈
xt, w
∗
a∗(xt)
〉
≤ 〈xt, Patw˜at,t〉+
〈
xt,M
†
atbat
〉
.
Proof. For all a ∈ A, by the update rule definition
〈xt, Paw˜a,t〉+
〈
xt,M
†
aba
〉
= max
UTa w∈Ct−1,a
〈xt, Paw〉+
〈
xt,M
†
aba
〉
= max
UTa w∈Ct−1,a
〈
UTa xt, U
T
a w
〉
+
〈
xt,M
†
aba
〉
≥ 〈UTa xt, UTa w∗a〉+ 〈xt,M†aba〉 (Lemma 1)
= 〈xt, Paw∗a〉+
〈
xt,M
†
aba
〉
= 〈xt, w∗a〉. (Pa = UaUTa & Property 4)
Since the latter holds for all a ∈ A it also holds for the maximizer, i.e.,〈
xt, wa∗(xt)
〉 ≤ 〈xt, Paw˜a∗(xt),t〉+ 〈xt,M†a∗(xt)ba∗(xt)〉
≤ max
a∈A
〈xt, Paw˜a,t〉+
〈
xt,M
†
aba
〉
= 〈xt, Patw˜at,t〉+
〈
xt,M
†
atbat
〉
.
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G OFUL with Learned Subspace
Algorithm 4 OFUL with Partially Observable Offline Data (Equivalent Form)
1: input: α > 0,Ma ∈ RL×d, ba ∈ RL, δ > 0, T
2: init: Va = λI, Ya = 0,∀a ∈ A
3: for n = 1, . . . , log2 (T )− 1 do
4: ∀a ∈ A, estimate Mˆn,a and calculate Mˆn,a, Pˆn,a
5: ∀a ∈ A Va = λId and Ya = 0
6: for t = 0, . . . , 2n − 1 do
7: Receive context xt
8: wˆt,a =
(
Pˆn,aVaPˆn,a
)† (
Ya − (Va − λI) Mˆ†n,aba
)
9:
√
βt(δ) =
(
σ + SxSw(CB1(δ) + CB2(δ)t¯
−1/2
n )
)√
(d− L)log
(
2log(T )K(1+tS2x/λ)
δ
)
+ λ1/2Sw
10: at, w˜t,at ∈ arg maxa∈A,wa∈Ct,a
(〈
xt, Pˆn,awa
〉
+
〈
xt, Mˆ
†
n,aba
〉)
11: Play action at and receive rt
12: Vat = Vat + xtx
T
t , Yat = Yat + xtrt
13: end for
14: end for
Before supplying the proof we define some useful notations. We denote Mˆt,a as the estimated matrix
Ma at time step t (see (6)), Pˆt,a, Mˆ
†
t,a as the orthogonal projection on the kernel of Mˆt,a and the
pseudo-inverse of Mˆt,a, respectively. We also denote Pˆt,a = Uˆt,aUˆTt,a, where Uˆt,a ∈ Rd−L×d as a
matrix orthonormal vectors in its rows that span the kernel of Mˆt,a. Let bˆt,a = Mˆt,aw∗a be the result
of the linear transformation of the truew∗a by the estimated Mˆt,a. Although this quantity is unknown it
will be very useful in our analysis. Furthermore, by Property 4 it holds that w∗a = Pˆt,aw
∗
a + Mˆ
†
t,abˆt,a.
Thus, for any x it holds that
〈x,w∗a〉 =
〈
x, Pˆt,a
〉
+
〈
x, Mˆ†t,abˆt,a
〉
. (22)
The proof follows the same line of analysis as in the exact case, i.e., of Theorem 1. Unlike in
Theorem 1, we do not have access to the true matrices M†a , Pa, but to increasingly more accurate
estimates of these matrices.
To deal with this more challenging situation we use the doubling trick. The algorithm acts in
exponentially increasing episodes. In each such episode, we fix the estimation of M , i.e., we use the
estimate of M available in the beginning of the episode.
The analysis of this algorithm amounts to study the performance of the exact algorithm (as in
Theorem 1) up to a fixed, approximated, Ma, which induces errors in the used M†a , Pa. Finally,
summing the regret on each episode, we obtain the final result.
The proof heavily relies on the convergence properties of Pa,M†. These are shown to converge at a
rate of O(T−1/2) in Appendix H. These convergence rates are due to the special structure of Ma, as
provided by Proposition 1 and proven in Appendix D.
G.1 Notations and the Good Event of Theorem 2
Before supplying the proof, we define some notations. We define the good event G and prove it
holds with high probability. We denote n ∈ {0, .., log (T )− 1} as the episode index, t¯n = 2n as the
number of rounds performed at the beginning at the start of the nth episode, and
t ∈ {0, .., 2n − 1} = {0, .., t¯n − 1} = {0, .., t¯n+1 − t¯n},
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as the number of rounds at the nth episode.
Let
∆Mn(δ) =
CB1(δ)√
t¯n
+
CB2(δ)
t¯n
=
CB1(δ)√
2n
+
CB2(δ)
2n
, (23)
characterize the convergence of the estimation of Ma (see Corollary 2), and
Ct,a,n(δ
′) =
{
w ∈ Rd :
∥∥∥UˆTa,nwˆt+1,a − UˆTa,nw∥∥∥
V˜t,a(Uˆa,n)
≤
√
βt,n(δ′)
}
,
where
√
βt,n(δ′) is defined in Lemma 4 and given by√
βt,n(δ′) = (σ + SxSwCn(δ))
√
(d− L)log
(
K(1 + tS2x/λ)
δ′
)
+ λ1/2Sw
where we used ∆Mn(δ)
√
t ≤ ∆Mn(δ)
√
t¯n ≡ Cn(δ), since t ≤ t¯n and by the definition of ∆Mn.
Furthermore, denote Ct,a,n ≡ Ct,a,n
(
δ
2log(T )
)
,∆Mn ≡ ∆Mn
(
δ
2log(T )
)
, and define the following
failure events.
FCIn =
{
∃t ∈ {0, .., t¯n+1 − t¯n}, a ∈ A : UˆTn,aw∗a /∈ Ct,a,n
}
,
FMn =
{
∃n ∈ [log (T )], a ∈ A :
∥∥∥Ma − Mˆa,n∥∥∥ ≥ ∆Mn},
where Mˆa,n is the estimated M matrix at the beginning of the nth episode based on t¯n samples
gathered so far. Recall that Pˆt,a = Uˆn,aUˆTn,a. The first event has to do with the rotated weights lying
in the confidence ellipsoid Ct,a,n. The second event ensures the error in approximation of Ma is
small enough, i.e., converges at a rate given by Equation (23).
Lemma 2 (Good Event Holds with High Probability). Let the bad event be ∪log(T )n=1 FCIn ∪log(T )n=1 FMn
and the good event, G, its complement. Then, Pr(G) ≥ 1− δ.
Proof. We prove Pr
(
∪log(T )n=1 FCIn
)
≤ δ and Pr
(
∪log(T )n=1 FMn
)
≤ δ. Then, applying the union bound
and re-scaling δ ← δ/2 we conclude the proof.
The failure event ∪log(T )n=1 FCIn . Fix episode n ∈ [log (T )]. Define the in-episode filtration {Fnt }t¯nt=0,
where Fnt = Ft¯n+t where Ft¯n+t is the natural filtration (see Section 2). Observe that Mˆn is
measurable w.r.t. to all {Fnt }t¯nt=0 since it is determined at the beginning of the nth episode. Thus, we
can apply Lemma 4 which holds uniformly for all t ∈ {0, .., t¯n}, and get
Pr
(
FCIn
) ≤ δ′.
By taking a union bound on all n ∈ [log (T )] and setting δ′ = δlog(T ) we get that
Pr
(
∪log(T )n=1 FCIn
)
≤ δ.
The failure event ∪log(T )n=1 FMn . By Corollary 2, for any fixed t¯n ∈ [log (T )] the event holds
with high probability. Applying the union bound and re-scaling δ ← δlog(T ) establishes that
Pr
(
∪log(T )n=1 FMn
)
≤ δ.
Remark 4 (The failure event ∪log(T )n=1 FMn ). The probability for this failure event can be bounded
using a stopping time argument, without resorting to applying a union bound. However, for brevity,
and since it does not improve the final result by much (due to the union bound applied in the failure
event ∪log(T )n=1 FCIn ) we use simpler union bound arguments to prove this failure event does not occur
with high probability.
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G.2 Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. We start by conditioning on the good event G. By Lemma 2 it occurs with probability greater
than 1− δ.
Observe that the cumulative regret at round T (assuming log (T ) ∈ N ) is also given by the sum of
episodic regret,
Regret (T ) =
log2(T )−1∑
n=0
Regretn, (24)
where the episodic regret is given by
Regretn =
t¯n+1−1∑
t=t¯n
rt where t¯n = 2
n.
We now bound the episodic regret for any n ∈ [log (T )]. Let t ∈ {0, .., t¯n − 1} be a time index of
the nth episode.
rt =
〈
xt, wa∗(xt)
〉− 〈xt, wat〉
≤
〈
Pˆn,atxt, w˜at
〉
+
〈
xt, Mˆ
†
n,atbat
〉
+ 2SxSw∆Mn − 〈xt, wat〉 (Lemma 3)
=
〈
Pˆn,atxt, w˜at
〉
−
〈
Pˆn,atxt, wat
〉
+ 2SxSw∆Mn +
〈
xt, Mˆ
†
n,at∆bn,at
〉
. (By (22))
Conditioning on the good event, the last term is bounded by〈
xt, Mˆ
†
n,at∆bat
〉
≤ ‖xt‖
∥∥∥Mˆ†n,at∥∥∥∥∥∥bat − bˆt,at∥∥∥ ≤ SxSw∆Mn,
since ‖x‖ ≤ S,
∥∥∥Mˆ†n,at∥∥∥ ≤ 1 (By Lemma 7) and ∥∥∥bat − bˆn,at∥∥∥ ≤ Sw∆Mn (By Lemma 6, error
∆Mn in the estimation of M ).
Plugging this bound and setting Pˆn,a = Uˆn,aUˆTn,a we get
rt ≤
〈
UˆTn,atxt,
(
UˆTn,atw˜at − UˆTn,atwat
)〉
+ 3SxSw∆Mn
≤
∥∥∥UˆTn,atxt∥∥∥
V˜t−1,at (Uˆn)
−1
∥∥∥UˆTn,atwˆat − UˆTn,atwat∥∥∥
V˜t−1,at (Uˆn)
+
∥∥∥UˆTn,atxt∥∥∥
V˜t−1,at (Uˆn)
−1
∥∥∥UˆTn,atwˆat − UˆTn,atw˜at∥∥∥
V˜t−1,at (Uˆn)
+ 3SxSw∆Mn
(C.S. Inequality)
≤ 2
√
βt−1(δ)
∥∥∥UˆTn,atxt∥∥∥
V˜t−1,at (Uˆn)
−1
+ 3SxSw∆Mn, (Lemma 4)
where we define the PD matrix
V˜t−1,a(Uˆn) = λId−L +
t−1∑
i=1
1{ai=a}(Uˆ
T
n,axi)(Uˆ
T
n,axi)
T
Using the fact rt ≤ 2 since 〈xt, wa〉 ∈ [−1, 1] for any a ∈ A, min(a+ b, 1) ≤ min(a, 1)+min(b, 1)
and by the above we get
rt ≤ 2
√
βt−1(δ) min
(∥∥UTatxt∥∥V˜ −1t−1,at , 1
)
+ 3SxSw∆Mn. (25)
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Combining the above and using Cauchy-Schwartz inequality (as in the proof of Theorem 1) we get
Regretn ≤2
√√√√t¯n t¯n−1∑
i=0
βi(δ) min
(∥∥∥UˆTn,aixi∥∥∥2
V˜i−1,ai (Uˆn)
−1
, 1
)
+ 3SxSw t¯n∆Mn
≤ 2
√√√√t¯nβt¯n+1(δ) t¯n−1∑
i=0
min
(∥∥∥UˆTn,aixi∥∥∥2
V˜i−1,ai (Uˆn)
−1
, 1
)
+ 3SxSw t¯n∆Mn, (26)
where the last relation holds since βt(δ) is increasing with t (see its definition (30)). We now bound
the first term of (26) with similar technique as in the proof of Theorem 1.
Define x˜(n)i,a = 1{ai=a}Uˆn,axi and V
(n)
i,a = λId−L +
∑i
j=1 x˜
(n)
i,a
(
x˜
(n)
i,a
)T
. Importantly, since Uˆn is
fixed for the entire nth episode it holds that
V
(n)
i,a = V
(n)
i−1,a + x˜
(n)
i,a
(
x˜
(n)
i,a
)T
. (27)
Furthermore, denote by Ik(n, a) the kth time action a was chosen at the nth episode,
Ik(a, n) = min
t ∈ {0, .., t¯n − 1} :
t∑
j=0
1{aj=a} = k
,
and denote by Nt¯n−1(a) the total number of times action a was chosen by the end on the n
th episode.
By these definitions the following relations hold.
t¯n−1∑
i=0
min
(∥∥∥UˆTn,aixi∥∥∥2
V˜i−1,ai (Uˆn)
−1
, 1
)
=
∑
a∈A
Nt¯n−1(a)∑
i=0
min
(∥∥∥x˜(n)Ii(a,n),a∥∥∥2(V (n)i−1,a)−1 , 1
)
≤ 2(d− L)
∑
a∈A
log
(
λ+
Nt¯n−1(a)S
2
x
d− L
)
(Lemma 9)
≤ 2(d− L)Klog
(
λ+
(t¯n − 1)S2x
d− L
)
. (Jensen’s Ineq. &
∑
aNt¯n−1(a) = t¯n − 1)
Plugging this back into (26), denote δT = δ/(2log (T )), we bound Regretn as follows.
Regretn ≤ (26) ≤ 2
√
t¯nβt¯n+1(δT )(d− L)Klog
(
λ+
t¯nS2x
d− L
)
+ 3SxSw t¯n∆Mn
≤ 2
((
σ + SxSw∆Mn
√
t¯n
)√
(d− L)log
(
K(1 + t¯nS2x/λ)
δT
)
+ λ1/2Sw
)√
t¯n(d− L)Klog
(
λ+
t¯nS2x
d− L
)
+ 3SxSw t¯n∆Mn
≤ 2
(
(σ + SxSwCB1(δT ))
√
(d− L)log
(
K(1 + t¯nS2x/λ)
δT
)
+ λ1/2Sw
)√
t¯n(d− L)Klog
(
λ+
t¯nS2x
d− L
)
+ 2
(
SxSwCB2(δT )t¯
−1/2
n
√
(d− L)log
(
K(1 + t¯nS2x/λ)
δT
)
+ λ1/2Sw
)√
(d− L)Klog
(
λ+
t¯nS2x
d− L
)
+ 3SxSwCB1(δT )
√
t¯n + 3SxSwCB2(δT ).
(∆Mn =
CB1(δT )√
t¯n
+ CB2(δT )t¯n conditioned on G & tt¯n ≤ 1)
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Finally, using
log2(T )−1∑
n=0
√
t¯n =
log2(T )−1∑
n=0
2n/2 ≤
√
22log2(T )/2 =
√
2T ,
log2(T )−1∑
n=0
1 ≤ log2 (T ) , and
log2(T )−1∑
n=0
t¯1/2n ≤ 3
√
2,
we bound the regret by
Regret (T ) ≤
log2(T )−1∑
n=0
Regretn
≤ 3
(
(σ + SxSwCB1(δT ))
√
(d− L)log
(
K(1 + tS2x/λ)
δT
)
+ λ1/2Sw
)√
T (d− L)Klog
(
λ+
TS2x
d− L
)
+ 3SxSwCB1(δT )
√
T + 3
√
2SxSwCB2(δT )(d− L)
√
Klog
(
λ+
TS2x
d− L
)
log
(
K(1 + tS2x/λ)
δT
)
+ 3SxSwCB2(δT ).
Remark 5 (Why use the Doubling Trick?). Importantly, since Uˆn,a is fixed for all a ∈ A for the
entire nth episode we can apply the elliptical potential lemma 9, as (27) holds. If we would change
the estimate of Pˆ = Uˆ UˆT at every round, a relation such as (27) would not hold. We believe this
problem might be alleviated by combining optimism w.r.t. the approximated subspace. We leave such
study to future work.
Lemma 3 (Update Rule Approximate Optimism). Let
∥∥∥Ma − Mˆt,a∥∥∥ ≤ ∆M . Then, conditioning
on the good event,〈
xt, w
∗
a∗(xt)
〉
≤
〈
xt, Pˆt,atw˜at
〉
+
〈
xt, Mˆ
†
t,atbat
〉
+ 2SxSw∆M.
Proof. Conditioning on the good event, for all a ∈ A and t ≥ 1 it holds that〈
xt, Pˆt,aw˜t,a
〉
=
〈
UˆTt,axt, Uˆ
T
t,aw˜t,a
〉
= max
w∈Ct−1,a
〈
UˆTt,axt, Uˆ
T
t,aw˜t,a
〉
≥
〈
UˆTt,axt, Uˆ
T
t,aw
∗
a
〉
(Conditioning on G, Lemma 4)
=
〈
xt, Pˆ
T
t,aw
∗
a
〉
. (28)
Applying this, we get the following relations hold for all a ∈ A.〈
xt, Pˆt,aw˜t,a
〉
+
〈
xt, Mˆ
†
t,aba
〉
≥
〈
xt, Pˆ
T
t,aw
∗
a
〉
+
〈
xt, Mˆ
†
t,aba
〉
(By (28))
=
〈
xt, Pˆ
T
t,aw
∗
a
〉
+
〈
xt, Mˆ
†
t,abˆt,a
〉
+
〈
xt, Mˆ
†
t,a(ba − bˆt,a)
〉
= 〈xt, w∗a〉+
〈
xt, Mˆ
†
t,a(ba − bˆt,a)
〉
(By (22))
≥ 〈xt, w∗a〉 − ‖xt‖
∥∥∥Mˆ†t,a∥∥∥∥∥∥ba − bˆt,a∥∥∥ (C.S. Inequality)
≥ 〈xt, w∗a〉 − SxSw∆M, (29)
where the last relation holds by bounding ‖xt‖ ≤ Sx,
∥∥∥Mˆ†t,a∥∥∥ ≤ 1 (Lemma 7) and the bound on∥∥∥ba − bˆt,a∥∥∥ follows from Lemma 6, third claim.
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Thus, 〈
xt, w
∗
a∗(xt)
〉
= max
a
〈xt, w∗a〉
≤ max
a
(〈
xt, Pˆt,aw˜t,a
〉
+
〈
xt, Mˆ
†
t,aba
〉)
+ 2SxSw∆M
=
〈
xt, Pˆt,atw˜t,at
〉
+
〈
xt, Mˆ
†
t,atbat
〉
+ 2SxSw∆M.
G.3 Optimism of OFUL with Learned Subspace
Lemma 4 (Projected Subspace Optimism with Subspace Error). Assume Mˆa is measurable w.r.t.
the filtration {Ft}∞t=0. Assume for all a ∈ A
∥∥∥Mˆa −Ma∥∥∥ ≤ ∆M , let Pˆa be the orthogonal
projection on the kernel of Mˆa and Mˆ†a its psuedo-inverse. Let wˆt+1,a be the PRR estimator
w.r.t. the projection matrix Pˆa (see Eq. (19)). Let Pˆa = UˆaUˆTa where Uˆa ∈ Rd×d−L. Assume∥∥∥Pˆaw∗a∥∥∥ ≤ Sw,∥∥∥Pˆaxn∥∥∥ ≤ S . Then, for all t > 0, a ∈ A and for any δ ∈ (0, 1) it holds that
UˆTa w
∗
a ∈ Ct,a with probability greater than 1− δ, where
Ct,a =
{
w ∈ Rd :
∥∥∥UˆTa wˆt+1,a − UˆTa w∥∥∥
V˜t,a(Uˆ)
≤
√
βt(δ)
}
,
where V˜t,a(Uˆ) = λId−L +
∑t
i=1 1{ai=a}(Uˆ
T
a xi)(Uˆ
T
a xi)
T , and
√
βt(δ) =
(
σ + SxSw∆M
√
t
)√
(d− L)log
(
K(1 + tS2x/λ)
δ
)
+ λ1/2Sw. (30)
Proof. Fix a ∈ [K]. Remember that yi,a is given by
yi,a = 1{ai=a}
(
〈xi, wa〉+ ηi −
〈
xi, Mˆ
†
aba
〉)
.
Plugging 〈xi, wa〉 =
〈
xi, Pˆawa
〉
+
〈
xi, Mˆ
†
a bˆa
〉
(see Property 4) setting Pˆa = UˆaUˆTa we get
yi,a = 1{ai=a}
(〈
UˆTa xi, Uˆ
T
a wa
〉
+ ηi −
〈
xi, Mˆ
†
a∆ba
〉)
, (31)
where ∆ba = ba − bˆa.
Let X˜t,a ∈ Rd−L×t be the matrix with
{
1{ai=a}Uˆaxi
}t
i=1
in its rows, and let Xt,a ∈ Rd×t be the
matrix with
{
1{ai=a}xi
}t
i=1
in its rows. The PRR estimator is thus given by
UˆTa wt+1,a
= (V˜t,a)
−1X˜Tt,aX˜t,aUˆ
T
t,awa + (V˜t,a)
−1X˜Tt,aη˜t + (V˜t,a)
−1X˜Tt,aXt,aMˆ
†
t,a∆bt,a
= UˆTt,awa − λ(V˜t,a)−1UˆTt,awa + (V˜t,a)−1X˜Tt,aη˜t + (V˜t,a)−1X˜Tt,aXt,aMˆ†t,a∆bt,a.
Rearranging and multiplying by x both sides we get
xT
(
UˆTa wt+1,a − UˆTa wa
)
= −λxT (V˜t,a)−1UˆTa wa + xT (V˜t,a)−1X˜Tt,aη˜t + xT (V˜t,a)−1X˜Tt,aXt,aMˆ†a∆ba
≤ ‖x‖(V˜t,a)−1
(
λ
∥∥∥UˆTa wa∥∥∥
(V˜t,a)−1
+
∥∥∥X˜Tt,aη˜t∥∥∥
(V˜t,a)−1
+
∥∥∥X˜Tt,aXt,aMˆ†a∆ba∥∥∥
(V˜t,a)−1
)
Setting x = V˜t,a
(
UˆTa wt+1,a − UˆTa wa
)
, which implies that
‖x‖V˜ −1t,a =
∥∥∥(UˆTa wt+1,a − UˆTa wa)∥∥∥
V˜t,a
,
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and dividing both sides by
∥∥∥(UˆTa wt+1,a − UˆTa wa)∥∥∥
V˜t,a
we get∥∥∥(UˆTa wt+1,a − UˆTt,awa)∥∥∥
V˜t,a
≤ λ
∥∥∥UˆTa wa∥∥∥
(V˜t,a)−1
+
∥∥∥X˜Tt,aη˜t∥∥∥
(V˜t,a)−1
+
∥∥∥X˜Tt,aXt,aMˆ†a∆bt,a∥∥∥
(V˜t,a)−1
.
(32)
The first term of (32) is bound by
λ
∥∥∥UˆTa wa∥∥∥
(V˜t,a)−1
≤ λ1/2
∥∥∥UˆTa wa∥∥∥ = λ1/2 ∥∥∥PˆTa wa∥∥∥ ≤ λ1/2Sw.
The second term of (32) bound by applying Theorem 6 and Lemma 9,∥∥∥X˜Tt,aη˜t∥∥∥
(V˜t,a)−1
≤ σ
√
(d− L)log
(
1 + tS2x/λ
δ
)
Theorem 6 is applicable by verifying its assumptions. First, X˜t,a is a matrix with 1{ai=a}Uˆaxi ∈
Rd−L in its rows (which are Ft−1 measurable by the fact Uˆa, xi,1{ai=a} are Ft−1 measurable).
The vector η˜t is a vector with 1{ai=a}ηi in its entries. Since ηi is Ft−1 measurable and ηi is Ft
measurable, ηi is Ft measurable. Furthermore, it is easy to verify that 1{ai=a}ηi is conditionally
σ-sub-Gaussian w.r.t. Ft−1.
Lastly, the third term of (32) is bounded by applying the elliptical potential lemma and the assumption∥∥∥Ma − Mˆa∥∥∥ ≤ ∆M which implies by Lemma 6
∆ba ≤ Sw∆M. (33)
We have that ∥∥∥X˜Tt,aXt,aMˆ†a∆ba∥∥∥
(V˜t,a)−1
=
∥∥∥(V˜t,a)−1/2X˜Tt,aXt,aMˆ†a∆ba∥∥∥
≤
∥∥∥(V˜t,a)−1/2X˜Tt,aXt,a∥∥∥∥∥∥Mˆ†a∥∥∥ ‖∆ba‖ (Norm is submultiplicative)
≤
∥∥∥(V˜t,a)−1/2X˜Tt,aXt,a∥∥∥ ‖∆ba‖ (∥∥M†a∥∥ ≤ 1, Lemma 7)
≤ Sw∆M
∥∥∥(V˜t,a)−1/2X˜Tt,aXt,a∥∥∥ (By (33))
= Sw∆M
∥∥∥X˜Tt,aXt,a∥∥∥
(V˜t,a)−1
.
By Lemma 5 we have ∥∥∥X˜Tt,aXt,a∥∥∥
(V˜t,a)−1
≤ Sx
√
t(d− L)log (1 + S2xt/λ).
From which we get that the third term of (32) is also bounded by (δ ∈ (0, 1))∥∥∥X˜Tt,aXt,aMˆ†t,a∆bt,a∥∥∥
(V˜t,a)−1
≤ SxSw∆M
√
t
√
(d− L)log
(
1 + S2xt/λ
δ
)
.
Combining the above and taking union bound on a ∈ [K].
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The following lemma is based on Lemma 13 of Lale et al. 2019, and relies on Lemma 10.
Lemma 5 (Deterministic Bound on Cumulative Visitation).∥∥∥X˜Tt,aXt,a∥∥∥
(V˜t,a)−1
≤ Sx
√
t
√
(d− L)log (1 + tS2x/λ).
Proof. The following relations hold.∥∥∥X˜Tt,aXt,a∥∥∥
(V˜t,a)−1
=
∥∥∥∥∥
t∑
i=1
(V˜t,a)
−1/2x˜(t)i,ax
T
i
∥∥∥∥∥
≤
t∑
i=1
∥∥∥(V˜t,a)−1/2x˜(t)i,axTi ∥∥∥ (Triangle Inequality)
≤ Sx
t∑
i=1
∥∥∥(V˜t,a)−1/2x˜(t)i,a∥∥∥ (Norm is submultiplicative, & ‖x‖ ≤ Sx)
≤ Sx
t∑
i=1
∥∥∥(V˜i,a)−1/2x(t)i,a∥∥∥ ((V˜i,a)−1  (V˜j,a)−1/2 for j ≥ i)
≤ Sx
√
t
√√√√ t∑
i=1
∥∥∥x˜(t)i,a∥∥∥2
(V˜i,a)−1
(C.S. Inequality)
≤ Sx
√
t
√
(d− L)log (1 + tS2x/λ), , (Lemma 10)
where Lemma 10 is applied with d − L (the dimension of the vectors x˜(t)t,a). This concludes the
proof.
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H Convergence of M,M †, P
Proposition 1 establishes that from a partially observable data one is able to obtain bLSa which is
related to w∗a through the following linear transformation
bLSa = Maw
∗
a where Ma =
(
IL, R
−1
11 (a)R12(a)
)
.
Although we cannot recover w∗a from this relation we can recover (I − P )w∗a = M†abLSa , i.e., the
projection of w∗a on the row space spanned by Ma is M†ab
LS
a . Unfortunately, Ma itself depends on
statistics of xh, R12(a), which does not exist in the offline data. For brevity, we denote ba = bLSa .
In this section we supply finite sample guarantees on the estimation of Ma based on samples. First,
observe that the only unknown part of Ma is R12(a) (since R11(a) can be evaluated from the offline
data). Thus, estimatingMa is reduced to equivalent to estimatingR12(a), i.e., estimating a sub-matrix
of the full covariance matrix.
We assume access to t samples of the form {xi, ai}ti=1 where xi ∼ Px and ai ∼ pib(· | xi). Using
this data, which can be gathered in an online manner, we prove finite convergence guarantees for an
unbiased estimate of R12(a), i.e.,
Rˆ12,t(a) =
1
t− 1
t∑
i=1
1{ai=a}
Ppib(a)
xoi
(
xhi
)T
,
for t ≥ 2. Notice that indeed E
[
Rˆ12,t(a)
]
= R12(a) = Epib
[
xo
(
xh
)T | a].
Our estimator for R12(a) given t samples is then given by
Rˆ12,t(a) = Σˆ12(a) + µ1|aµˆTh|a,
and, naturally, the estimator for Ma given t samples is then
Mˆt,a =
(
IL R11(a)
−1Rˆ12,t(a).
)
Our approach requires access to M†a and Pa (defined as the orthogonal projection on the kernel of
Ma). We use the plug-in estimator to obtain them both from the empirical estimator of Ma. Meaning
Mˆ†t,a = Mˆ
T
t,a(Mˆt,aMˆ
T
t,a)
−1 and Pˆt,a = I − Mˆ†t,aMˆt,a.
To establish finite sample convergence guarantees for Mˆ†t,a and Pˆt,a we need to use important
properties (see Lemma 7) of Mˆt,a and Ma, which holds due to their very special structure,
rank
(
Mˆt
)
= rank(M) = L, and
∥∥M†a∥∥ ,∥∥∥Mˆ†t,a∥∥∥ ≤ 1.
These properties are crucial to derive the convergence of the plug-in estimator of Pa and M†a from
the convergence of Ma Wedin [1973].
In Corollary 2 we characterize the finite-sample convergence of the estimates of Ma. The following
lemma shows that approximation errors of Ma leads to well controlled approximation errors in the
approximations of Pa,M†a and ba as a result of the special structure of Ma.
Lemma 6 (Deconfounder Matrix Error Propagation). Denote by
∥∥∥Ma − Mˆt,a∥∥∥ as the estimation
error of Mˆt,a relatively to Ma. Then,
1.
∥∥∥Pa − Pˆt,a∥∥∥ ≤ 2 ∥∥∥Ma − Mˆt,a∥∥∥.
2.
∥∥∥M†a − Mˆ†t,a∥∥∥ ≤ 2 ∥∥∥Ma − Mˆt,a∥∥∥.
3. Assuming ‖w∗a‖ ≤ Sw,
∥∥∥ba − bˆt,a∥∥∥ ≤ R ∥∥∥Ma − Mˆt,a∥∥∥.
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Proof. Claim (1). The second claim is a direct application of Theorem 3, which requires that
rank
(
Mˆt,a
)
= rank(Ma). Indeed, by the first claim of Lemma 7 this condition is satisfies (for any
t and a).
Claim (2). The third claim follows by applying Theorem 4, by which∥∥∥M†a − Mˆ†t,a∥∥∥ ≤ 2 max{∥∥M†a∥∥2 ,∥∥∥Mˆ†t,a∥∥∥2}∥∥∥Ma − Mˆt,a∥∥∥ .
Since both matricesMa, Mˆt,a are of the form (IL B), for someB, by the second claim of Lemma 7
it holds that
∥∥M†a∥∥ ≤ 1,∥∥∥Mˆ†t,a∥∥∥ ≤ 1 which implies that ∥∥∥M†a − Mˆ†t,a∥∥∥ ≤ 2 ∥∥∥Ma − Mˆt,a∥∥∥ .
Claim (3). Denote ba = bLSa . Observe that
Maw
∗
a = ba
Mˆt,aw
∗
a = bˆt,a.
Decreasing the two equations and taking the L2 norm we get∥∥∥ba − bˆt,a∥∥∥ = ∥∥∥(Ma − Mˆt,a)w∗a∥∥∥ ≤ ∥∥∥Ma − Mˆt,a∥∥∥ ‖w∗a‖ ≤ Sw ∥∥∥Ma − Mˆt,a∥∥∥ .
Lemma 7 (Properties of M ). Let L ≤ d and let M ∈ RL×d be the matrix defined by
M = (IL B) ,
where B ∈ RL×(d−L). Then, the following claims hold for any B.
1. rank(M) = L.
2.
∥∥M†∥∥ ≤ 1.
Proof. We prove that M has L non-zero singular values {σi}Li=1 such that σi ≥ 1 for all i ∈ [L].
This follows by lower bounding the minimal eigenvalue of MMT . We show it is lower bounded
by 1. We have that
λmin(MM
T ) = min
x∈RL:‖x‖=1
(
xTMMTx
)
= min
x∈RL:‖x‖=1
(‖x‖+ xTBBTx)
= 1 + min
x∈RL:‖x‖=1
(
xTBBTx
) ≥ 1,
since xTBBTx =
∥∥BTx∥∥2 ≥ 0 for any x. Thus, λmin(MMT ) ≥ 1 which implies that
MMT ∈ RL×L has L eigenvalues {λi}Li=1 greater than 1. The latter implies that M has exactly L
non-zero singular-values, {σi}Li=1, greater than 1, since σi =
√
λi ≥ 1.
Claim (1). Since M has L non-zero singular values, the rank of M is L, since the rank of M is also
the total number of non-zero singular values.
Claim (2). Let M = UΣV T be the SVD decomposition of M . Observe that the pseudo-inverse of
M is also given by M† = UΣ+V T where (Σ+)ii = 1σi for non-zero σi and zero otherwise. By the
first claim σi ≥ 1 for all non-zero σi, which implies that
∥∥M†∥∥ = maxi:σi 6=0 1σi ≤ 1.
Lemma 8 (Masked Cross Correlation Estimation). Let x, y be random vectors in Rd1 ,Rd2 , respec-
tively, with d1, d2 ≥ 2. Assume that for some S1, S2 ≥ 1
‖x‖2 ≤ S1 and ‖y‖2 ≤ S2 almost surely
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Denote R = E
[
xyT
]
, Rx = E
[
xxT
]
, Ry = E
[
yyT
]
. For any t ≥ 1 define Rˆt = 1t
∑t
i=1 xiy
T
i .
Then with probability at least 1− δ
∥∥∥Rˆt −R∥∥∥
2
≤ S1S2

√√√√2
t
(√
trace (Rx) trace (Ry)
S1S2
)
log
(
d1 + d2
δ
)
+
4
3t
log
(
d1 + d2
δ
) ,
Proof. Denote Ai = xiyi − R and notice that E
[
1
t (Ai −R)
]
= 0. Then applying Lemma 11 we
have that with probability at least 1− δ∥∥∥Rˆt −R∥∥∥
2
=
∥∥∥∥∥
t∑
i=1
Ai
∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤
√
2V
t
log
(
d1 + d2
δ
)
+
2
3t
Clog
(
d1 + d2
δ
)
,
where
V = max
{∥∥∥E[(xiyTi −R)(xiyTi −R)T ]∥∥∥
2
,
∥∥∥E[(xiyTi −R)T (xiyTi −R)]∥∥∥
2
}
and C is a constant chosen such that
∥∥xiyTi −R∥∥2 ≤ C, a.s.
We start by bounding V and next bounding C. We have that
E
[(
xiy
T
i −R
)(
xiy
T
i −R
)T ]
= E
[(
xiy
T
i −R
)
xiy
T
i
]
= E
[
xix
T
i ‖yi‖22
]
−RRT
 E
[
xix
T
i ‖yi‖22
]
.
Then, using the fact that E
[(
xiy
T
i −R
)(
xiy
T
i −R
)T ]
and E
[
xix
T
i ‖yi‖22
]
are both PSD, we have
that ∥∥∥E[(xiyTi −R)(xiyTi −R)T ]∥∥∥
2
≤
∥∥∥E[xixTi ‖yi‖22]∥∥∥
2
.
Next, by Jensen’s inequality∥∥∥E[xixTi ‖yi‖22]∥∥∥
2
≤ E
[∥∥xixTi ∥∥2 ‖yi‖22]
= E
[
‖xi‖22 ‖yi‖22
]
(
∥∥zzT∥∥
2
= ‖z‖22)
≤
√
E
[
‖xi‖42
]
E
[
‖yi‖42
]
(C.S.)
≤ S1S2
√
E
[
‖xi‖22
]
E
[
‖yi‖22
]
= S1S2
√
trace (Rx) trace (Ry)
Combining the above we have that∥∥∥E[(xiyTi −R)(xiyTi −R)T ]∥∥∥
2
≤ S1S2
√
trace (Rx) trace (Ry).
Similarly, ∥∥∥E[(xiyTi −R)T (xiyTi −R)]∥∥∥
2
≤ S1S2
√
trace (Rx) trace (Ry).
We therefore have that
V ≤ S1S2
√
trace (Rx) trace (Ry).
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Finally we find a bound for C. Indeed,∥∥xiyTi −R∥∥2 ≤ ∥∥xiyTi ∥∥2 + ‖R‖2
≤ S1S2 + ‖R‖2
≤ 2S1S2
= C.
This completes the proof.
Corollary 2 (Finite-Sample Analysis of Ma Estimation). For any a ∈ A, let Mˆt,a be the estimation
of Ma based on t samples (see (6)), and δ > 0. Then, with probability greater than 1− δ,∥∥∥Ma − Mˆt,a∥∥∥ ≤ CB1√
t
+
CB2(δ)
t
,
where
CB1(δ) = max
a
(
λmin(R11(a))
−1
Ppib(a)
)√
2S1S2
√
trace (R11) trace (R22)log
(
d
δ
)
,
CB2(δ) =
3
4
max
a
(
λmin(R11(a))
−1
Ppib(a)
)
S1S2log
(
d
δ
)
.
Proof. Fix a ∈ A. See that
Ma =
(
IL R11(a)
−1R12(a)
)
,
Mˆt,a =
(
IL R11(a)
−1Rˆt,12(a)
)
. (By (6))
The following relations holds.∥∥∥Ma − Mˆt,a∥∥∥ ≤ ∥∥R11(a)−1∥∥∥∥∥R12(a)− Rˆt,12(a)∥∥∥ . (Norm is sub-multiplicative)
By Lemma 8 we have that with probability at least 1− δ
∥∥∥R12(a)− Rˆt,12(a)∥∥∥ ≤ S1S2
Ppib(a)

√√√√2
t
(√
trace (R11) trace (R22)
S1S2
)
log
(
d
δ
)
+
4
3t
log
(
d
δ
) .
Plugging back into Equation (Norm is sub-multiplicative), using
∥∥R11(a)−1∥∥2 = λmin(R11(a))−1,
and applying the union bound on a ∈ A and t ∈ [T ] we conclude the first claim.
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I Useful Results
We restate several very useful lemmas from Abbasi-Yadkori et al. 2011 and Cesa-Bianchi and Lugosi
2006.
Theorem 6 (Abbasi-Yadkori et al. 2011, Theorem 1). Let {Ft}∞t=1 be a filtration. Let ηt be a
real-values stochastic process such that ηt is Ft measurable and conditionally σ-sub-Gaussian w.r.t.
Ft−1. Let {xt}∞t=1 be an Rd-valued stochastic process such that xt is Ft−1 measurable. Assume V
is a d× d PD matrix. For any t ≥ 0, define
Vt = V +
t∑
i=1
xix
T
i St =
t∑
i=1
ηixi.
Then, for any δ > 0, with probability at least 1− δ for all t ≥ 0,
‖St‖2V −1t ≤ 2σ
2log
(
det (Vt)
1/2 det (V )−1/2
δ
)
.
Theorem 7 (Abbasi-Yadkori et al. 2011, Theorem 2). Let {Ft}∞t=0 be a filtration. Let {ηt}∞t=0
be a real-valued stochastic process such that ηt is Ft-measurable and ηt is conditionally σ-sub-
Gaussian for σ ≥ 0. Let {xt}∞t=0 be an Rd-valued stochastic process s.t. Xt is Ft−1-measurable
and ‖xt‖ ≤ Sx. Define yt = 〈xt, w〉+ ηt and assume that ‖w‖ ≤ Sw and λ > 0. Let
wˆt = (X
T
t Xt + λId)
−1XTt Yt,
where Xt is the matrix whose rows are xT1 , .., x
T
t and Yt = (y1, .., yt)
T . Then, for any δ > 0 with
probability at least 1− δ for all, t ≥ 0 w lies in the set{
w ∈ Rd : ‖wˆt − w‖Vt ≤ σ
√
dlog
(
1 + tS2x/λ
δ
)
+ λ1/2Sw
}
.
Lemma 9 (Elliptical Potential Lemma, Abbasi-Yadkori et al. 2011, Lemma 11). Let {xt}∞t=1 be a
sequence in Rd and Vt = V +
∑t
i=1 xix
T
i . Assume ‖xt‖ ≤ Sx for all t. Then,
t∑
i=1
min
(
‖xi‖2V −1i−1 , 1
)
≤ 2log
(
det (Vt)
det (V )
)
≤ 2dlog
(
trace (V ) + tS2x
d
)
− 2log (det (V )) .
Lemma 10 (E.g, Cesa-Bianchi and Lugosi 2006, Lemma 11.11 and Theorem 11.7). Let x1, .., xt be
a sequence of vectors in Rd and λ > 0. Let Vi = λId +
∑i
i=j xjx
T
j and assume ‖xi‖ ≤ Sx. Then,
t∑
i=1
‖xi‖2V −1i ≤ dlog
(
1 + tS2x/λ
)
.
Lemma 11 (Matrix Bernstein, Tropp et al. 2015, Theorem 6.1.1). Consider a finite sequence {Ak}
of independent, random matrices with common dimension d1 × d2. Assume that for all k
E[Ak] = 0 and ‖Ak‖2 ≤ S almost surely.
Denote Z =
∑
k Ak and
V (Z) = max
{∥∥E[ZZT ]∥∥
2
,
∥∥E[ZTZ]∥∥
2
}
= max
{∥∥∥∥∥∑
k
E
[
AkA
T
k
]∥∥∥∥∥
2
,
∥∥∥∥∥∑
k
E
[
ATkAk
]∥∥∥∥∥
2
}
.
Then for all  ≥ 0,
P (‖Z‖2 ≥ ) ≤ (d1 + d2) exp
{
− 
2/2
V (Z) + S/3
}
.
Thus, with probability at least 1− δ,
‖Z‖2 ≤
√
2V (Z)log
(
d1 + d2
δ
)
+
2
3
Slog
(
d1 + d2
δ
)
.
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